Variational-Correlations Approach to Quantum Many-body Problems
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We investigate an approach for studying the ground state of a quantum many-body Hamiltonian that is based on treating the correlation functions as variational parameters. In this approach, the challenge set by the exponentially-large Hilbert space is circumvented by approximating the positivity of the density matrix, order-by-order, in a way that keeps track of a limited set of correlation functions. In particular, the density-matrix description is replaced by a correlation matrix whose dimension is kept linear in system size, to all orders of the approximation. Unlike the conventional variational principle which provides an upper bound on the ground-state energy, in this approach one obtains a lower bound instead. By treating several one-dimensional spin 1/2 Hamiltonians, we demonstrate the ability of this approach to produce long-range correlations, and a ground-state energy that converges to the exact result. Possible extensions, including to higher-excited states are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Systems comprising of many interacting quantum particles are encountered in various fields, from condensed-matter and cold-atoms systems to quantum chemistry and nuclear matter. The ability to analyze quantum many-body systems, however, is severely limited by the exponential amount of information needed to describe the quantum wave-function. The challenge in studying quantum many-body systems is, therefore, to access the relevant physical observables without having to store and manipulate the full wave function.

In one dimension (1d), the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) method does that by employing the Matrix Product State representation that can describe ground states using an amount of information that scales only as a power law with the system size (and for gapped ground states strictly linear) [1–3]. This is not the case, however, for higher-dimensional systems or for highly-excited states. Quantum Monte Carlo simulations [4] are not limited to 1d. However, they are only suitable for systems not suffering from the notorious “sign problem” [5], leaving out many interesting physical systems. Recently, promising results have been achieved by employing machine learning techniques to study quantum many-body systems [6–8], and the full potential of these methods is yet to be discovered.

In this paper, we discuss a method for numerically studying the ground state of quantum many-body systems. This method relies on directly accessing a limited amount of physical information, involving the energy and several correlation functions, instead of treating the full quantum many-body wave function. This is done by treating these correlation functions as variational parameters in the minimization of the ground-state energy. Importantly, constraints are placed on the correlation functions, in a way that approximates the condition of the density-matrix being positive semidefinite. By gradually keeping more correlation functions, this approximation becomes increasingly better, and the resulting ground-state energy approaches its exact value.

Our approach follows a similar logic to that of the variational two-electron reduced density matrix (2-RDM) method [9–20], developed in the context of quantum chemistry. As in these past works, the method we discuss involves a relaxation of the constraints on the many-body wave-function, and it therefore yields a lower bound on the ground-state energy. In the present work, an emphasis is put on limiting the amount of information kept in a way that enables applying the approximation order by order, without changing the scaling of the computation with the system size. This allows for the treatment of large systems, including in the absence of translational invariance.

More specifically, this relaxation is achieved by substituting the density-matrix description of the system, which requires an exponentially-large amount of information, with a physical correlation matrix whose dimension is only linear in the system size. To demonstrate the variational-correlations approach, we treat several one-dimensional spin-1/2 models, with and without disorder, and show the method can achieve convergence towards the exact ground-state energy, as well as to produce long-range spin correlations.

II. THE VARIATIONAL CORRELATIONS APPROACH

For simplicity, we present the formalism as it applies to spin-1/2 chains with nearest neighbor interactions. An extension to more general systems and higher dimensions is straightforward. The Hamiltonian for such a system is
most generally given by

\[
\hat{H} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{i \in \{x,y,z\}} \sum_{\alpha \in \{0,x,y,z\}} J_{n,\alpha} \hat{\sigma}_n^\alpha \hat{\sigma}_{n+1}^\alpha, \tag{1}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of spins, \( n \) runs over the chain’s sites, \( \hat{\sigma}_n^{x,y,z} \) are the Pauli matrices on site \( n \), and \( \hat{\sigma}_n^0 \) is the identity matrix on site \( n \). The system is assumed to have periodic boundary conditions, namely \( \hat{\sigma}_{N+1}^\alpha \) should be identified with \( \hat{\sigma}_1^\alpha \).

A. The variational principle

We begin by formulating the conventional variational principle in terms of the density matrix. The density matrix for the system can most generally be written as

\[
\hat{\rho} = \frac{1}{2^N} \sum_{\alpha_1,...,\alpha_N} p_{\alpha_1,...,\alpha_N} \hat{\sigma}_1^{\alpha_1} \hat{\sigma}_2^{\alpha_2} \cdots \hat{\sigma}_N^{\alpha_N}, \tag{2}
\]

where each of the indices \( \alpha_n \) runs over \( 0, x, y, z \). In this representation the density matrix is parameterized by the tensor \( p_{\alpha_1,...,\alpha_N} \), which contains \( 4^N \) elements. For \( \hat{\rho} \) to be a valid density matrix it must obey \( \hat{\rho} = \hat{\rho}^\dagger \), \( \text{Tr}(\hat{\rho}) = 1 \), and \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \) (positive semidefiniteness). The first two conditions are enforced by \( p_{\alpha_1,...,\alpha_N} = p_{\alpha_1,...,\alpha_N}^* \) and \( p_{0,...,0} = 1 \), respectively.

The variational principle states that the ground state of \( \hat{H} \) is described by the parameters, \( p_{\alpha_1,...,\alpha_N} \), satisfying

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad E\{\{p\}\} = \text{Tr}(\hat{\rho} \hat{H}) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \hat{\rho}\{\{p\}\} \succeq 0. \tag{3}
\end{align*}
\]

In the absence of ground-state degeneracy, the resulting density matrix is guaranteed to describe a pure state, while in the case of a degenerate ground state it can more generally describe a classical mixture of several ground states.

For a large system, obtaining \( p_{\alpha_1,...,\alpha_N} \) through a straightforward numerical minimization is impractical due to the exponentially-large number of parameters in \( \{p\} \). Notice, however, that the function to be minimized, \( E\{\{p\}\} \), only involves a small subset of the elements in \( \{p\} \). Specifically, it contains those elements that have the form

\[
\text{Tr}(\hat{\rho} \hat{\sigma}_n^i \hat{\sigma}_n^\alpha) = p_{0,0,...,0,n,0,...,0}^{i,\alpha}, \tag{4}
\]

whose number scales linearly with the system size, \( N \).

Instead, it is the condition \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \) that limits the application of the variational principle by coupling this subset with the rest of the parameters in \( \{p\} \).

With this in mind, we now look for a condition that would approximate \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \) in a manner involving only a subset of parameters in \( \{p\} \). More specifically, we shall formulate an ordered approximation to \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \) that invokes a number of parameters scaling quadratically in \( N \), for any order of the approximation (and linearly in \( N \) for translationally-invariant systems).

B. Approximating the positive-semidefiniteness condition

To approximate the condition \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \), we rely on the observation that \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \) if and only if

\[
\text{Var}(\hat{O}) = \langle (\hat{O} - \langle \hat{O} \rangle)^2 \rangle \geq 0 \tag{5}
\]

for any hermitian operator \( \hat{O} \), where \( \langle \cdot \rangle \equiv \text{Tr}(\hat{\rho} \cdot) \). The forward direction easily follows from noting that \( \text{Var}(\hat{O}) = \text{Tr}(\hat{\rho} \hat{A}) \), where \( \hat{A} = (\hat{O} - \text{Tr}(\hat{\rho} \hat{O}))^2 \) is positive semidefinite, because it is the square of a Hermitian operator. Together with \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \) this readily ensures \( \text{Var}(\hat{O}) \geq 0 \).

To prove the converse direction, let us denote by \( \{l\}, w_l \) the set of eigenstates and eigenvalues of \( \hat{\rho} \). If \( \text{Var}(\hat{O}) \geq 0 \) for any hermitian \( \hat{O} \), it is in particular true for \( \hat{O} = |l\rangle \langle l| \), from which it follows that

\[
0 \leq \text{Var}(|l\rangle \langle l|) = w_1(1 - w_1), \tag{6}
\]

namely \( 0 \leq w_1 \leq 1 \). Since this is true for any \( l \), one concludes that all the eigenvalues of \( \hat{\rho} \) are non-negative, i.e., \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \).

The equivalence between \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \) and Eq. (5) suggests a route towards approximating the condition \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \). Instead of requiring that all hermitian operators have a non-negative variance, let us limit this requirement to the subset of hermitian operators that have the form

\[
\hat{O}^{(k)} = \sum_{n,\nu} c_{n,\nu} \hat{L}_{n,\nu}^{(k)}, \tag{7}
\]

where \( c_{n,\nu} \) are real coefficients and \( \{\hat{L}_{n,\nu}^{(k)}\}_{\nu=1}^{N} \) span the space of range-\( k \) local hermitian zero-trace operators, that is

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\hat{L}_{n,\nu}^{(1)}\}_{\nu} = \{\hat{\sigma}_n^i\}_{i} ; \\
\{\hat{L}_{n,\nu}^{(2)}\}_{\nu} = \{\hat{\sigma}_n^i \hat{\sigma}_n^\alpha\}_{i,\alpha} ; \\
\{\hat{L}_{n,\nu}^{(3)}\}_{\nu} = \{\hat{\sigma}_n^i \hat{\sigma}_n^\alpha \hat{\sigma}_{n+1}^\beta\}_{i,\alpha,\beta} ; \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( i \in \{x,y,z\} \) and \( \alpha, \beta \in \{0,x,y,z\} \). As \( k \) increases, the condition \( \text{Var}(\hat{O}^{(k)}) \geq 0 \) becomes a better approximation of \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \). While the two conditions are strictly equivalent only when \( k = N \), we shall see below that it is often sufficient to consider the case \( k = 2 \) or \( k = 3 \).

The benefit of using the condition \( \text{Var}(\hat{O}^{(k)}) \geq 0 \) instead of the exact condition, \( \hat{\rho} \succeq 0 \), is that it can be enforced by constraining a relatively small set of the parameters, whose number scales only quadratically with
the system size, $N$. To see this, let us substitute the expression for \( \hat{O}(k) \), Eq. (7), in the condition $\text{Var}(\hat{O}(k)) \geq 0$. This results in the condition
\[
\sum_{m,n,\mu,\nu} c_{m\mu} M_{m\mu,n\nu}^{(k)} c_{n\nu} \geq 0 \quad \forall \{c_{n\nu}\},
\]
where
\[
M_{m\mu,n\nu}^{(k)} = \frac{1}{2} \langle \{\hat{L}_{m\mu}^{(k)}\} \{\hat{L}_{n\nu}^{(k)}\} - \langle \hat{L}_{m\mu}^{(k)} \rangle \langle \hat{L}_{n\nu}^{(k)} \rangle, \]
is the correlation matrix considered in Ref. [21], which is manifestly real and symmetric. Here, \{\ldots\} stands for the anticommutator. The condition, Eq. (9), is equivalent to $M^{(k)} \succeq 0$. We thus approximate the condition that $\hat{\rho}$ is positive semidefinite by the condition that the correlation matrix, $M^{(k)}$, is positive semidefinite. Importantly, while the dimension of $\hat{\rho}$ is $d_v = 2^N$, making it intractable, the dimension of $M^{(k)}$ is $d_M = 3 \cdot 4^{k-1} N$.

Had we not limited the range of the operators $\hat{L}^{(k)}$ in Eq. (7), the resulting constraint would be equivalent to the so-called $k$-positivity conditions [22], which require that all $k$-body reduced density matrices (RDM) are positive-semidefinite, and which are at the source of the variational 2-RDM method [9–20]. The dimension of the $k$-body RDM scales as $N^k$, which typically limits the ability to increase accuracy by increasing $k$. In contrast, by restricting the range of $\hat{L}^{(k)}$ to be $k$, we force the dimension of the correlation matrix $M^{(k)}$ to remain linear in $N$ for any fixed $k$. In this regard, one should also note Ref. [14], where restrictions on the range of considered operators are placed using a different protocol, enabling the authors to treat both 1d and 2d lattice systems. Finally, note that although the range $\hat{L}^{(k)}$ is restricted to $k$, the matrix $M^{(k)}$ contains also long-range correlations since $m$ and $n$ in Eq. (10) are not restricted.

C. The variational-correlation procedure

We are now in a position to describe the variational-correlation procedure for approximating the system’s ground-state. We define the variational parameters as the disconnected correlation functions
\[
b_{n\nu} \equiv \langle \hat{L}_{n\nu}^{(k)} \rangle \quad \text{and} \quad C_{m\mu n\nu} \equiv \langle \hat{L}_{m\mu}^{(k)} \hat{L}_{n\nu}^{(k)} \rangle \quad \text{for} \quad (n \geq m + k),
\]
collectively denoted by $x = \{b_{n\nu}, C_{m\mu n\nu}^{mn}\}$, whose number scales quadratically with $N$. The approximate ground-state energy and correlations are then obtained “to order $k$” by solving the following optimization problem:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad E(\{x\}) = \text{Tr}(\hat{\rho} \hat{H}), \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad M^{(k)}(\{x\}) \succeq 0.
\end{align*}
\]
The resulting energy, $E(\{x_{\text{min}}\})$, sets a lower bound on the true ground-state energy of the system. This is because the constraint in Eq. (12) is a result of relaxing the constraint in the original minimization problem of Eq. (3). Namely, the minimum point of Eq. (3), which describes the exact ground state, is contained within the space of feasible points considered in the minimization problem of Eq. (12). Alternatively stated, unlike the conventional use of the variational principle where one places additional constrainst on the wave function, here one relaxes the constraints on it (by replacing $\hat{\rho} \geq 0$ with $M^{(k)} \geq 0$). While the former procedure yields an energy which is greater than the ground state, the latter yields an energy which is lower.

This, of course, comes at a price. First, we do not possess all the information about the ground state, but rather only correlation functions of the form given in Eq. (11). Second, the resulting ground state is generally not physical. In other words, the correlation functions $x_{\text{min}} = \{b, C\}_{\text{min}}$ cannot arise from an exactly positive semidefinite $\hat{\rho}$. Nevertheless, as $k$ increases these correlations should approximate the true ground-state correlation functions with increasing accuracy. In Sec. III, we demonstrate this method up to order $k = 3$.

D. Interpretation of active constraints

Since the objective function in Eq. (12) is linear, the minimum point is always at the boundary of the region defined by $M^{(k)} \succeq 0$. Namely, at the optimum, at least some of the eigenvalues of $M^{(k)}$ are zero; these represent the active constraints of the problem. Each such zero eigenvalue of $M^{(k)}$ corresponds to an eigenvector, with elements $\omega_{n\nu}$, which can be used to define an operator $\hat{\Omega} \in \hat{O}^{(k)}$,
\[
\hat{\Omega} = \sum_{n,\nu} \omega_{n\nu} \hat{L}_{n\nu}^{(k)},
\]
Each such operator then obeys
\[
\langle \hat{\Omega}^2 \rangle - \langle \hat{\Omega} \rangle^2 = \sum_{m,n,\mu,\nu} \omega_{m\mu} M_{m\mu,n\nu}^{(k)} \omega_{n\nu} = 0,
\]
due to $\omega_{mn}$ being in the null space of $M_{m\mu,n\nu}^{(k)}$. From Eq. (14), one infers that the ground state is an eigenstate of $\hat{\Omega}$. This could suggest that the accuracy of the variational correlation approximation is determined by the locality of the operators for which the ground-state is an eigenstate. If these operators can be approximated by operators in $\hat{O}^{(k)}$, they would manifest as active constraints in the minimization of Eq. (12), forcing the energy to increase and thereby get closer to the exact ground state energy.
E. Translational Invariance

The variational procedure described above can be significantly simplified when the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) is translationally-invariant, namely when $J_{n\alpha}$ is independent of $n$. In this case, the ground state (and in fact any eigenstate) of $\hat{H}$ is guaranteed to either be translationally invariant or degenerate. In the latter case one can always choose a superposition (or a classical mixture) of the degenerate ground states that would itself be translationally invariant.

We can, therefore, impose translational invariance on the variational correlations,

$$C_{\mu\nu}^{(n-m)} = b_{\mu
u}, \quad b_{\mu
u} = b_{\nu}.$$ 

This reduces the number of variational parameters, now denoted by $x = \{b_{\nu}, C_{\mu\nu}^{(n)}\}$. In particular, the number of elements in $x$ scales only linearly with $N$.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the application of the variational correlation (VC) approximation, as defined in Eq. (12), for studying 1d Hamiltonians of nearest-neighbor interacting spin-1/2 particles. We focus on two types of models: (i) the tilted-field Ising model and (ii) the XXZ model.

We begin by examining the results for the ground state energy within the $k = 2$ order of the approximation. These results are compared with those obtained from the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG), which for the studied systems are essentially exact. Next, the error within the $k = 2$ order is examined as a function of the systems size and upon introducing disorder. We then study the dependence of the ground-state energy on $k$ by comparing results for $k = 1, 2, 3$. Finally, we examine the results for the correlation functions. Details regarding the numerical implementation of the VC approximation are found in Appendix A.

A. Ground-state energy

1. Tilted-field Ising model

The Ising model with a tilted-filed is described by the Hamiltonian

$$\hat{H}_{\text{Ising}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} (h_x \hat{\sigma}_n^x + h_z \hat{\sigma}_n^z + J_z \hat{\sigma}_n^z \hat{\sigma}_{n+1}^z),$$

where periodic boundary conditions are assumed. This Hamiltonian is a special case of the Hamiltonian considered in Eq. (1). The direction of the field in the $xz$ plane is parameterized by the angle, $\theta$, where $h_x = |\vec{h}| \cos \theta$ and $h_z = |\vec{h}| \sin \theta$.

In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we present the ground-state energy for $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi/6$, respectively, calculated using the VC approximation to order $k = 2$, for a system of $N = 80$ spins. The VC method sets a lower-bound on the exact ground-state energy of the system. In (a), the field angle is $\theta = 0$, allowing for an exact analytical solution (solid blue line) by virtue of the Jordan-Wigner transformation. In (b), the field angle is $\theta = \pi/6$ and results are compared with a density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculation (blue squares). Results are also compared with a mean-filed calculation (dashed black line), which sets an upper bound on the ground state energy.
Figure 2. (a) Ground-state energy of the XXZ model with N = 80 spins [see Eq. (17)], within the variational-correlations (VC) approximation, calculated to order k = 2. Results are compared with a DMRG calculation (blue squares) and with a mean-filed calculation (dashed black line). At J_z = −1, the system goes through a first-order quantum phase transition, above which a discrepancy of up to ∼12% develops between the VC and the DMRG results. (b) Difference between the ground-state energy calculated by DMRG and by the VC method to order k = 2, as a function of system size, N, for fixed J_x = 1 and different values of J_z. Notice the error does not increase with system size. As shown below, in Fig. 4, this error of the VC approximation decreases significantly upon going to the k = 3 order.

2. The XXZ model

The Hamiltonian describing the XXZ model is given by

\[ \hat{H}_{XXZ} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left[ J_x \left( \hat{\sigma}^x_n \hat{\sigma}^x_{n+1} + \hat{\sigma}^y_n \hat{\sigma}^y_{n+1} \right) + J_z \hat{\sigma}^z_n \hat{\sigma}^z_{n+1} \right], \tag{17} \]

where, as before, periodic boundary conditions are assumed. The results for the ground-state energy as a function of the field J_z are shown in Fig. 2(a) for fixed J_x = 1 and N = 80. As before, we compare the variational correlation method, calculated to order k = 2, with the result of the variational mean-field state (dashed black line) and of the DMRG calculation (blue squares).

For J_z < −1, the ground state is a symmetry-broken ferromagnetic state with all spins pointing in the z direction, and the energy is, therefore, linear in J_z. In this phase the VC, DMRG, and mean-field calculations all coincide. At J_z = −1, a first-order quantum phase transition occurs signalled by the discontinuous derivative of the ground-state energy. For J_z > −1, the results of the VC calculation start to deviate considerably from the DMRG result. In Sec. III D we shall see that this discrepancy can be mitigated by increasing the approximation order to k = 3.

B. Scaling of the error with system size

Before moving on to study the effect of increasing the order of approximation, k, it is important to examine the error of the VC approximation as a function of the system size, for a fixed value of k.

In Fig. 2(b), we present the relative energy difference \( \Delta E = (E_{\text{dmrg}} - E_{\text{vc}})/|E_{\text{dmrg}}| \) between the DMRG result and the VC approximation, calculated to order k = 2, as a function of the number of spins, N, for the XXZ model of Eq. (17). Results are shown for several different values of J_z. Importantly, the relative error in energy does not increase with system size but rather goes to a constant.

C. Disorder

Next, let us examine the effect of introducing a disordered field. This is done by adding a term

\[ \hat{H}_{\text{dis}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} h_{\text{dis}}^n \hat{\sigma}^z_n, \tag{18} \]

to the Hamiltonians of Eqs. (16) and (17), where \( h_{\text{dis}}^n \in [-W_{\text{dis}}, W_{\text{dis}}] \) is a uniformly distributed random variable and N = 80.

In Fig. 3, the ground-state energy is presented as a function of the disorder strength, W_{dis}, for a single disorder realization, calculated using both DMRG and the VC approximation to order k = 2. Figure 3(a) shows results for the transverse-field Ising model at its critical point, \( h_z = J_z \), and Fig. 3(b) shows results for the Heisenberg model, obtained by setting \( J_x = J_z \) in Eq. (17).

Increasing the strength of disorder actually improves the performance of the VC method at predicting true ground-state energies (i.e., the DMRG result) in both models. This could be related to the localization induced by the disorder field (see also the discussion in Sec. II D).

D. Dependence on approximation order

We now study the dependence of the VC approximation on the order of approximation, k. We examine first
the XXZ model, for which the $k = 2$ results were presented in Fig. 2. In Fig. 4(a), we present the results for the ground state energy with $N = 30$ spins, calculated within the VC approximation to orders $k = 1, 2, 3$. As $k$ increases, the energy approaches the DMRG results, shown in blue squares. This is emphasized in Fig. 4(b) which presents the VC ground state energy, $E_{\text{VC}}$, normalized by $E_{\text{DMRG}}$, for three values of $J_z$ as a function of $k$.

Similarly, in Figs. 4(c,d) the ground-state energy for the transverse-field Ising model ($\theta = 0$) with $N = 30$ spins is examined for three different approximation orders, $k = 1, 2, 3$. Qualitatively similar behavior as in the XXZ model is observed, although with a faster convergence.

### E. Correlation functions

The VC approach, as described in Sec. II C, allows for obtaining not only the ground-state energy but also correlation functions of the form $C_{\mu \nu} \equiv \langle L_{\mu}^k \hat{f}^k \rangle$. We now examine the correlation functions obtained from the VC approximation, focusing on $k = 3$, for which

$$\hat{f}^{(k=3)}_{n+\alpha, \beta} = \hat{\sigma}_n^\alpha \hat{\sigma}_{n+1}^\beta \hat{\sigma}_{n+2}^{-\alpha}.$$

In Fig. 5, we present the $\langle \hat{\sigma}_n^k \hat{\sigma}_{n+\Delta n}^k \rangle$ correlations for the XXZ model studied in Figs. 4(a,b), for several values of $J_z$, obtained from the $k = 3$ order of the VC approximation. As before, the results are compared with those of a DMRG calculation. The VC method captures directly the qualitative ferromagnetic [Fig. 5(a)] and antiferromagnetic correlations [Fig. 5(b-d)]. For small $\Delta n$, good quantitative agreement is observed. However, that slightly diminishes when increasing $\Delta n$. The same level of agreement is obtained when examining other kinds of spin-spin correlations (e.g. $\langle \hat{\sigma}_n^k \hat{\sigma}_{n+\Delta n}^k \rangle$). Similar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 6, which presents the $\langle \hat{\sigma}_n^k \hat{\sigma}_{n+\Delta n}^k \rangle$ correlations for the transverse-field Ising model, for several fixed values of $|\vec{h}|$.

### IV. DISCUSSION

We have investigated the variational correlations (VC) approach for studying the ground state of interacting many-body systems. In this approach, the elements of a correlation matrix, whose dimension is linear in system size, serve as the variational parameters, and replace the density matrix in describing the system. The variational procedure then relies on using this correlation matrix for obtaining an order-by-order approximation of the positive semidefiniteness condition of the density matrix. Since in this variational procedure one relaxes the constraint on the density matrix rather than over-constraining it, the resulting energy sets a lower bound on the true ground state energy, similar to the variational 2-RDM method [9–20].

The VC approach was tested on several 1d systems of spin $1/2$ particles by comparing its results with those of DMRG, which for 1d systems is essentially exact. It was demonstrated that the VC approach is able to produce long-range correlations, as well as to provide a lower bound on the ground-state energy that converges to the exact result as the order of approximation is increased.
Interestingly, the VC approximation becomes better in the presence of disorder. The fact that the VC approach provides a lower bound could be used together with a conventional variational ansatz (e.g., mean field) to bound the ground state energy from both above and below.

In 1d, the VC method offers no advantage over DMRG in terms of computational complexity, as both of them scale polynomially [25], and for a gapped system DMRG scales linearly. In 2d, however, DMRG scales exponentially with the width of the system [26], while the VC method remains polynomial. It will, therefore, be interesting to examine the VC approach when applied to models in 2d, where it has the potential to address some outstanding challenges, both in condensed matter and in cold atoms systems. Since the VC approximation provides a lower bound could be used together with a conventional variational ansatz (e.g., mean field) to bound the ground state energy from both above and below.

The effect of choosing different subsets of operators in Eq. (7), and the physical meaning of their resulting approximations. In particular, it is reasonable to assume that the optimal choice could depend on the properties of the ground-state being targeted.

Finally, while the VC method targets the ground-state, a possible extension might be to study excited states. This could possibly be achieved using the fact that the variance of the energy, \((H^2) - \langle H \rangle^2\), which is a linear function of the correlation matrix, is a non-negative quantity that vanishes only for eigenstates. Minimizing it, while constraining \(\langle H \rangle\) to lie within a narrow window, could potentially yield an approximation for the correlation functions at finite energy density.
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**Appendix A: Implementation**

To numerically solve the minimization problem of Eq. (12), we first formulate it as a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem [27]. To this end we write the correlation matrix, defined in Eqs. (10) and (11), as

\[
\mathcal{M}_{mn}^{(k)} = C_{m,n} - b_{m}b_{n},
\]

and use the fact that the condition \(\mathcal{M}^{(k)} \geq 0\) is equivalent to

\[
X = \begin{pmatrix}
C & b \\
b^T & 1
\end{pmatrix} \succeq 0.
\]

The objective function, \(E = \langle H \rangle\), can now be written as a linear function of the positive-semidefinite matrix, \(X\). Notice also that the elements of \(C_{m,n} = \langle L_{m}^{(k)}L_{n}^{(k)} \rangle\) for \(|n - m| < k\) are not independent, and can be expressed as linear functions of the other matrix elements. This therefore constitutes a SDP problem which we then solve using the CVX package for specifying and solving convex programs [33], with the MOSEK interior-point solver [34].

For example, for \(k = 2\), one has

\[
b_{ia} = \langle \sigma_{n}^{i} \sigma_{n+1}^{a} \rangle ; \quad C_{iaj\beta}^{nn} = \langle \sigma_{m}^{i} \sigma_{m+1}^{a} \sigma_{n}^{j} \sigma_{n+1}^{\beta} \rangle.
\]
The energy can be written as

$$E = \langle \hat{H} \rangle = \sum_{mio} J_{mio} b_{mio} = \sum_{mio} J_{mio} X_{12N+1;mio}, \quad (A4)$$

and the matrix $X$ obeys the following linear constraints of parameters as explained in Sec. II E. The minimization problem is then solved using an interior-point algorithm for nonlinear optimization problems implemented by MATLAB.

$$X_{mio;m+1,j\beta} = \text{Re}(\kappa_{\alpha j\gamma})\kappa_{\beta\gamma 0}\kappa_{mij\gamma;m+2,0} + \text{Re}(\kappa_{\alpha j\gamma})\delta_{\beta 0}X_{12N+1;mij\gamma},$$
$$X_{mio;m\beta} = \text{Re}(\kappa_{ij\beta})X_{12N+1;m\delta} + \text{Re}(\kappa_{ij\beta})X_{12N+1;m+1,k0} + \delta_{ij}\delta_{\alpha\beta}, \quad (A5)$$

where the tensor $\kappa$ is defined by $\sigma^\alpha\sigma^\beta = \kappa_{\alpha\beta\gamma}\sigma^\gamma$. Finally, when solving for the ground-state energy and correlation functions of Figs. 4-6 we first use the translational invariance of the model in order to reduce the number

[25] At each step of the minimization procedure, Eq. (12), one has to diagonalize the correlation matrix, $\mathcal{M}^{(k)}$, whose dimension scales linearly with the system size, $N$. The overall number of variational parameters, $x$, scales either as $N^2$ or as $N$, the latter case corresponding to translationally-invariant systems.